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These materials have been prepared by one or more subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation for the client or potential client to whom such materials are directly addressed and delivered (the "Company") in connection with an actual or potential mandate or engagement and may not be used or relied upon for any purpose other than as specifically contemplated by a written agreement with us. These materials are based on information provided by or on behalf of the Company and/or other potential transaction participants, from public sources or otherwise reviewed by us. We assume no responsibility for independent investigation or verification of such information (including, without limitation, data from third party suppliers) and have relied on such information being complete and accurate in all material respects. To the extent such information includes estimates and forecasts of future financial performance prepared by or reviewed with the managements of the Company and/or other potential transaction participants or obtained from public sources, we have assumed that such estimates and forecasts have been reasonably prepared on bases reflecting the best currently available estimates and judgments of such managements (or, with respect to estimates and forecasts obtained from public sources, represent reasonable estimates). No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and nothing contained herein is, or shall be relied upon as, a representation, whether as to the past, the present or the future. These materials were designed for use by specific persons familiar with the business and affairs of the Company and are being furnished and should be considered only in connection with other information, oral or written, being provided by us in connection herewith. These materials are not intended to provide the sole basis for evaluating, and should not be considered a recommendation with respect to, any transaction or other matter. These materials do not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell or purchase any securities and are not a commitment by Bank of America Corporation or any of its affiliates to provide or arrange any financing for any transaction or to purchase any security in connection therewith. These materials are for discussion purposes only and are subject to our review and assessment from a legal, compliance, accounting policy and risk perspective, as appropriate, following our discussion with the Company. We assume no obligation to update or otherwise revise these materials. These materials have not been prepared with a view toward public disclosure under applicable securities laws or otherwise, are intended for the benefit and use of the Company, and may not be reproduced, disseminated, quoted or referred to, in whole or in part, without our prior written consent. These materials may not reflect information known to other professionals in other business areas of Bank of America Corporation and its affiliates.

Bank of America Corporation and its affiliates (collectively, the “BAC Group”) comprise a full service securities firm and commercial bank engaged in securities, commodities and derivatives trading, foreign exchange and other brokerage activities, and principal investing as well as providing investment, corporate and private banking, asset and investment management, financing and strategic advisory services and other commercial services and products to a wide range of corporations, governments and individuals, domestically and offshore, from which conflicting interests or duties, or a perception thereof, may arise. In the ordinary course of these activities, parts of the BAC Group at any time may invest on a principal basis or manage funds that invest, make or hold long or short positions, finance positions or trade or otherwise effect transactions, for their own accounts or the accounts of customers, in debt, equity or other securities or financial instruments (including derivatives, bank loans or other obligations) of the Company, any time may invest on a principal basis or manage funds that invest, make or hold long or short positions, finance positions or trade or otherwise effect transactions, for their own accounts or the accounts of customers, in debt, equity or other securities or financial instruments (including derivatives, bank loans or other obligations) of the Company, and are being furnished and should be considered only in connection with other information, oral or written, being provided by us in connection herewith. These materials may not reflect information known to other professionals in other business areas of Bank of America Corporation and its affiliates.

We do not provide legal, compliance, tax or accounting advice. Accordingly, any statements contained herein as to tax matters were neither written nor intended by us to be used and cannot be used by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding tax penalties that may be imposed on such taxpayer. If any person uses or refers to any such tax statement in promoting, marketing or recommending a partnership or other entity, investment plan or arrangement to any taxpayer, then the statement expressed herein is being delivered to support the promotion or marketing of the transaction or matter addressed and the recipient should seek advice based on its particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. Notwithstanding anything that may appear herein or in other materials to the contrary, the Company shall be permitted to disclose the tax treatment and tax structure of a transaction (including any materials, opinions or analyses relating to such tax treatment or tax structure, but without disclosure of identifying information or, except to the extent relating to such tax structure or tax treatment, any nonpublic commercial or financial information) on and after the earliest to occur of the date of (i) public announcement of discussions relating to such transaction, (ii) public announcement of such transaction or (iii) execution of a definitive agreement (with or without conditions) to enter into such transaction; provided, however, that if such transaction is not consummated for any reason, the provisions of this sentence shall cease to apply.
My Organization: GCCIBT

“GCCIBT” stands for Global Commercial, Corporate and Investment Banking Technology. We deliver technology solutions to the Global Commercial, Corporate and Investment Banking business and provide the risk management, business management and architecture services required to operate GBMWM T&O (Global Banking, Markets and Wealth Management Technology & Operations)

- GCCIBT supports initiative delivery, maintenance and production support for Global Products Solutions and Global Corporate and Commercial Banking Center Client Services
- GCCIBT has approximately 5,500 associates and contractors
- Application and product development initiatives total about $300 million in 2009
- GCCIBT provides around-the-clock coverage for a global sales force in over 30 countries and 6 continents
- Risk Management coordinates first line of defense activities which provides business continuity for more than 40,000 associates and contractors as well as information protection for 3,000+ applications across GBMWM T&O
Business Use

There are two main users of TimesTen in GCCIBT: GPBS and Navigator.

GPBS (GCIB Party Business Services) provides client information to 10 major applications across the bank. The client-search service is called on average 40k times/day. Associate search, ~17k times/day.

Navigator is the next-generation, portal-based CRMS application that is being rolled out to the organization, replacing existing internally-developed applications within legacy Merrill Lynch and Bank of America. It will have a user-based that exceeds 10k.

In both cases, performance is key to our adoption of TimesTen. Because of the complexity of some of the queries, and the frequency of their use, we could not meet many of our SLAs without some type of caching strategy.
Challenges & Requirements

Implementation of a caching strategy for both GPBS and Navigator had a number of requirements and challenges:

- Had to work well with Oracle DB.
- Had to be able to bypass caching and not bring down the application. In other words, needed to provide a performance boost to our apps, but not be considered a critical system.
- For GPBS we had to increase client and associate search performance to meet our SLAs and accommodate the load that our user base was expected to put on it.
- For Navigator, we knew that our “suggestive search” and security services would be too slow without some sort caching. Additionally even with optimal tuning, the complexity of many of our multi-row select queries would not allow us to meet our SLAs.
TimesTen is now being used for multi-row selects against selected databases and tables in our data model. CRUD operations and single-row selects go to Oracle. We use read-only, auto-refresh cache groups almost exclusively (with two independent nodes). Additionally we have one dynamic write-through cache group. We are using the direct driver (not client/server).
Performance gains using TimesTen were not uniform across the board. Depending on the query we could see greater than a 20x improvement, or in some cases little or none at all.

Our experience with GPBS has shown that if both the Oracle and TimesTen queries are fully optimized (with all the requisite indices) the performance gains for using TimesTen are 2-3 times (just returning ids for example). The performance gains seem to be greater the more data that you return in the query because of the faster IO. The GPBS queries are fairly simple, without a large number of joins.

Our Navigator experience is a bit different as most of the queries for which we are using TimesTen have a large number of joins (15-20 in some cases). This seems to lend itself to an even greater increase of performance than GPBS experienced.